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The Italian Baroque artist Artemisia Gentileschi is considered one of the most accomplished

painters in the generation following Caravaggio. In an era when women painters were not

easily accepted by the artistic community or patrons, she was the first woman to become a

member of the Accademia di Arte del Disegno in Florence, achieving fame for her many

depictions of strong female characters from myth and the Bible. Delphi’s Masters of Art Series

presents the world’s first digital e-Art books, allowing readers to explore the works of great

artists in comprehensive detail. This volume presents Gentileschi’s complete works in beautiful

detail, with concise introductions, hundreds of high quality images and the usual Delphi bonus

material. (Version 1)* The complete paintings of Artemisia Gentileschi — over 60 paintings,

fully indexed and arranged in chronological and alphabetical order* Includes reproductions of

rare works* Features a special ‘Highlights’ section, with concise introductions to the

masterpieces, giving valuable contextual information* Enlarged ‘Detail’ images, allowing you to

explore Gentileschi’s celebrated works in detail, as featured in traditional art books* Hundreds

of images in colour – highly recommended for viewing on tablets and smart phones or as a

valuable reference tool on more conventional eReaders* Special chronological and

alphabetical contents tables for the paintings* Easily locate the paintings you wish to

viewPlease visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting e-Art

booksCONTENTS:The HighlightsMADONNA AND CHILDSUSANNA AND THE ELDERS,

1610JUDITH SLAYING HOLOFERNES, 1613THE PENITENT MAGDALENEJAEL AND

SISERAJUDITH SLAYING HOLOFERNES, 1620SUSANNA AND THE ELDERS,

1622CLEOPATRALUCRETIA, 1621JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR’S WIFESELF PORTRAIT AS

THE ALLEGORY OF PAINTINGTHE BIRTH OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTISTADORATION OF

THE MAGIDAVID AND BATHSHEBALOT AND HIS DAUGHTERSCORISCA AND THE

SATYRThe PaintingsTHE COMPLETE PAINTINGSALPHABETICAL LIST OF

PAINTINGSPlease visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles

or to buy the whole Art series as a Super Set



Artemisia Gentileschi(1593–c. 1656)ContentsThe HighlightsMADONNA AND

CHILDSUSANNA AND THE ELDERS, 1610JUDITH SLAYING HOLOFERNES, 1613THE

PENITENT MAGDALENEJAEL AND SISERAJUDITH SLAYING HOLOFERNES,

1620SUSANNA AND THE ELDERS, 1622CLEOPATRALUCRETIA, 1621JOSEPH AND

POTIPHAR’S WIFESELF PORTRAIT AS THE ALLEGORY OF PAINTINGTHE BIRTH OF ST.

JOHN THE BAPTISTADORATION OF THE MAGIDAVID AND BATHSHEBALOT AND HIS

DAUGHTERSCORISCA AND THE SATYRThe PaintingsTHE COMPLETE

PAINTINGSALPHABETICAL LIST OF PAINTINGSThe Delphi Classics Catalogue© Delphi

Classics 2017Version 1Masters of Art SeriesArtemisia GentileschiBy Delphi Classics,

2017COPYRIGHTMasters of Art - Artemisia GentileschiFirst published in the United Kingdom

in 2017 by Delphi Classics.© Delphi Classics, 2017.All rights reserved. No part of this

publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by

any means, without the prior permission in writing of the publisher, nor be otherwise circulated

in any form other than that in which it is published.Delphi Classicsis an imprint ofDelphi

Publishing LtdHastings, East SussexUnited KingdomContact:

sales@delphiclassics.comExplore Baroque Art with Delphi ClassicsFor the first time in digital

publishing history, Delphi Classics is proud to present the complete works of these artists in

eReading collections.The HighlightsRome, Italy — Gentileschi’s birthplaceRome in 1642Self

Portrait as the Allegory of Painting, 1638–9, Royal CollectionTHE HIGHLIGHTSIn this section,

a sample of Gentileschi’s most celebrated works is provided, with concise introductions,

special ‘detail’ reproductions and additional biographical images.MADONNA AND

CHILDArtemisia Gentileschi was born on 8 July 1593 in Rome in her parents’ home on Via

Ripetta, near S. Giacomo degli Incurabili. She was the first born child of the artist Orazio

Gentileschi, aged thirty, and Prudentia, aged eighteen. Orazio Gentileschi (1563–1639) had

begun his career in Rome, painting in a Mannerist style, with much of his work consisting of

figures painted in the decorative schemes of other artists. After 1600, he came under the

influence of the more naturalistic style of Caravaggio.Artemisia was baptised on 10 July at S.

Lorenzo in Lucina. The Gentileschi family lived in the artists’ quarter between Piazza del

Popolo and Piazza di Spagna, in Rome’s Campo Marzio Rione of Rome. Orazio and Prudentia

had four sons after Artemisia, two of whom died in childhood. From 1597 to 1600, Artemisia’s

family resided in the Piazza Santa Trinità, now known as The Spanish Steps.Artemisia would

have been introduced to painting in her father’s workshop, demonstrating more talent than her

brothers, who worked alongside her. She learned drawing, how to mix colours and how to

paint. Since her father’s style took inspiration from Caravaggio, her own technique was just as

heavily influenced in turn. Her approach to subject matter was different from her father’s as her

paintings tended towards naturalism, where Orazio’s were often idealised. From an early age,

she gained respect and recognition for her work.During Artemisia’s childhood and

adolescence, Rome was undergoing a dramatic transformation under the influence of Pope

Sixtus V, with the creation of large architectural spaces and the building of many new churches.

Also, there was a great increase in the number of major art works in palaces and churches,

such as Carraci’s frescoes in the Farnese Gallery and Caravaggio’s paintings in S. Luigi dei

Francesi and S. Maria del Popolo.The following painting, Madonna and Child, is unsigned, but

some scholars believe it is Gentileschi’s earliest extant painting, which is based on a Madonna

completed by her father. However, others still dispute this attribution and have suggested

Orazio’s version is in fact Artemisia’s earliest work. The image presents a tender scene of the



mother and child; Mary’s eyes are closed in devotion, as she prepares to feed her infant. The

sumptuous folds of the garments hint at the young artist’s early promise, as does the intimate

portrayal of the relationship between the Christ Child and Mary. The baby fondly reaches up,

touching Mary’s right cheek, suggesting the bond between mother and child. The palette

employed by Gentileschi offers a range of warm hues, only marginally counterbalanced by the

cool blue tone of Mary’s cloak.DetailDetailDetailDetail‘The Lute Player’ by Orazio Gentileschi,

Artemisia’s fatherSUSANNA AND THE ELDERS, 1610Gentileschi’s first major work,

completed when she was only seventeen years old, was Susanna and the Elders (1610), held

today in the Schönborn collection in Pommersfelden. Due to the precocious talent

demonstrated in the striking painting, some later commentators have suggested that she was

helped by her father. The image reveals how she assimilated the realism of Caravaggio,

without being indifferent to the language of the Bologna school, which had Annibale Carracci

among its major artists. It depicts the story of Susanna from the Book of Daniel, relating how a

fair Hebrew wife named Susanna was falsely accused by lecherous voyeurs. As she bathes in

her garden, having sent her attendants away, two elders secretly observe her beautiful body.

When she makes her way back to the house, they accost her, threatening to claim that she

was meeting a young man in the garden unless she agrees to have sex with them. When

Susanna refuses, she is arrested and about to be put to death for promiscuity, when a young

man named Daniel interrupts the proceedings, shouting that the elders should be questioned,

eventually leading to the triumph of virtue.Gentileschi’s interpretation of the story reveals a

much more sympathetic viewpoint with regards to Susanna than many previous paintings by

male artists. In Gentileschi’s canvas, Susanna cowers beneath the lecherous gaze of the two

men, raising her arms and hands in repulsion, her face rendered in pain. Her pallid, pure skin

tones contrast against the strong primary colours of the elder’s rich garments. Her left foot,

partially submerged in water, hints at her precarious situation — her virginity at risk at any

moment of being lost. The cold, unfeeling green stones she sits upon offer no relief, as she is

left to the mercy of the men towering above her. The artist encourages us to share Susanna’s

plight, allowing us to sympathise with the young woman’s disadvantage in a world dominated

by corrupt men. The painting illustrates a theme that would dominate Gentileschi’s art for the

rest of her life.DetailDetailDetailDetail‘Susanna and the Elders’ by Alessandro Allori, c. 1600 —

Allori presents Susanna as a seductive and encouraging figure, completely different to

Gentileschi’s portrayal of a vulnerable victim.JUDITH SLAYING HOLOFERNES, 1613In 1611,

Gentileschi’s father Orazio was working with the painter Agostino Tassi to decorate the vaults

of Casino della Rose inside the Palazzo Pallavicini-Rospigliosi in Rome. Orazio decided to hire

Tassi to tutor his daughter privately. During this tutelage, Tassi raped Artemisia. After the initial

rape, Artemisia continued to have a sexual relationship with Tassi, with the understanding that

they were going to be married and that her dignity would be therefore restored. However, Tassi

reneged on his promise to marry Artemisia. Nine months after the rape, when he learnt that

Artemisia and Tassi were not going to be married, Orazio pressed charges against Tassi.

Orazio also claimed that Tassi stole a painting of Judith from the Gentileschi household. The

major issue of this trial was the fact that Tassi had taken Artemisia’s virginity. During the

ensuing seven-month trial, it was discovered that Tassi had planned to murder his wife, while

committing adultery with his sister-in-law. Artemisia was subjected to a gynaecological

examination during the trial and torture using thumbscrews to verify her testimony. By the end

of the process, Tassi was given the choice of five years hard labour or exile from Rome. He

chose the latter, but he was back in Rome within four months, most likely due to his influence

in high places.Completed by 1613, the following painting, housed in the Museo di



Capolodimonte, Naples, reveals a theme that would come to dominate Gentileschi’s art: the

portrayal of women in positions of power. It presents a dramatic and brutally graphic

interpretation of the biblical scene, being strongly influenced by Caravaggio’s famous painting

from c. 1598, though opting to enliven the drama with realism and powerful female

protagonists. The deutero-canonical Book of Judith tells how Judith served her people by

seducing Holofernes, the Assyrian general. After intoxicating him with alcohol, Judith

decapitates Holofernes with his own sword and smuggles his head back to Bethulia. On seeing

her trophy, the townsfolk rout the leaderless Assyrians. The story serves as an allegory of

Judith as Judaism in triumph over its pagan enemy.It is likely Gentileschi painted the scene

during or just after the rape trial, which was a painful public humiliation for the young artist and

a transcript of the court case still survives. Unlike in Caravaggio’s painting, Judith appears

much stronger and more resolved to the difficult task she must complete. Her sleeves are

pulled up high, revealing muscular forearms, as she leans in closer, preparing herself for the

kill. Her attendant is much younger than in Caravaggio’s canvas and she aids her mistress, her

physical presence and strength adding to the powerful position that Judith holds over the dying

king. Long trails of blood run down the white bed sheets, adding to the violence of the scene.

Holofernes’ eyes appear lifeless, as they are directed upwards, his florid face hinting at the

struggle that has now passed. The women are invincible over the former tyrant. Gentileschi

would return to the story of Judith many times throughout her career, the biblical story

seemingly haunting her life’s work.
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Masters of Art Book 48), Great Paintings Explained: Learn to read paintings through some of

art's most famous works (Looking at Art)

Carl A. Trapani, “Beautiful!. This is a really fine value for Kindle using art enthusiasts. Good

pictures and details as well as readable, intelligible text. Highly recommend for those interested

in art and especially for those interested in female artists.”

PETER KING, “Good reading, at such great Kindle price. Got interested in this artist left out of

my Art History classes in Art School. Good reading, at such great Kindle price.However I do

use my Fire since Art is better seen in color.”

Pen Name, “Five Stars. Excellent content and pictures”

Jack McCullough, “Until this book, I had never heard of Artemisia. The beauty and crisp detail

by such a young woman as depicted in her self portrait places her in the Master Class against

all artists for the next four hundred years. Her works are both beautiful and brutal. Her women

are both vunerable. And deadly. Her name must be promoted and honored as perhaps the first

woman master artist in history or ever.”

Bob from Colchester, “A good biographical and artistic review of this painters life and work..

This gives useful biographical notes which fit in well with the published biography, 'Artemesia'.

It gives useful commentary on many of her paintings and ends with a good number, possibly a

complete catalogue of, her paintings.”

ANON, “Review. Well illustrated and informative.”

Ebook Tops Readerjj, “good. this Delphi series is very good collection to have”

The book by Artemisia Gentileschi has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 43 people have provided

feedback.
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